what, where, when!

The Philadelphia Experiment is intent on fostering creative
expression and civic engagement. Through participatory events
and community service initiatives we open doors of collective
opportunity to help drive positive change in the world.

general information
Gate Gate will open at 8AM Friday morning and will be open 24 hours a day during

the duration of the event except for Burn Night when gates will close from 9PM-12AM.
Upon entry, all guests will be required to register and receive a wristband, which must
be worn AT ALL TIMES throughout the duration of the event. Ins and outs are strongly
discouraged. In the case of emergency, a re-entry pass will be issued for $25 per person.
Everyone must be off the property on Monday by 12PM.

Fires Do not light fires on bare ground or dig pits, leaving scars. Please use a burn
barrel or burn platform. Burn only clean untreated wood or paper (nothing synthetic.)
Make sure you have a fire extinguisher properly placed where everyone can access it.
ABSOLUTELY NO FIRES ON THE GROUND.
Swimming A Lifeguard will be on duty at the pool during the daytime. There is NO
swimming in unsupervised waters.
Camp Stoves & Barbecues Camp stoves and barbecues are allowed in your
camping areas, but please use extreme caution and be responsible. Always make sure
your stove is in an area which is clear of dry grass and brush, and never leave a stove
unattended while it is burning. If you are using a camp stove, make sure you have a fire
extinguisher properly placed where everyone can access it.
Fireworks Absolutely no fireworks, firearms, rockets, or other explosives are allowed.
If you are caught using any of the aforementioned, you will be asked to leave the event.

Meal Plan All meals will be served in the dining hall along with iced tea, juices, teas

and coffee. A full salad bar and vegetarian entree will be available at each meal. The meal
plan includes five meals: Friday Dinner, Saturday Brunch, Saturday Dinner, Sunday
Brunch, Sunday Dinner. Meal times are as follows: Sat/Sun Brunch is from 8:3011:30AM. Fri/Sat/Sun Dinner is from 5:30-8:30PM.There are also food vendors on site
serving food 24 hours.

FIRST AID First Aid is available at the First Aid Station located in the

GYMNASIUM. In case of emergency, locate the closest Event Staff. Emergency Response
Team is on call 24-hours during the event.

Ice & Water Ice is available for purchase in the Vendor Area. Water can also be
located at spigots on site which are marked on the map.
Cabins No fire in or around the cabins. This includes smoking and incense burning.
Please leave the cabins the way you found them. Leave no trace in the cabins.

If it doesn’t come from your body, it doesn’t go
in the potty! Please, do not put trash in or around the port-o-potties.
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Participation
We are honored to have the contributions of such an amazing and multi-talented group of energetic
people at our events. YOU have been the reason PEX has been able to do so much! We know that
every moment of time, every bit of energy, that is contributed will aid in fostering the mission of
PEX as we construct events that nurture the evolution of the human spirit.
We would like to thank all of our friends, family, and community that have supported us over the
years. Especially the hard working team that has worked for months to make all of this possible.
We also like to send a special thank you to all of the participating artists, performers, musicians,
speakers, teachers, volunteers and YOU. You are all helping create a place where knowledge,
freedom and celebration come together as one.

Much Love & Respect

Leave No Trace
The PEX Summer Festival is a leave no trace event. Our community respects the environment. We
are committed to leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we gather. We clean up after
ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to leave such places in a better state than when we found
them. This includes the cabins as well.

Please, pick up trash as you go.
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art installations
hedy sirico & EZ, directors
josh carroll & Patrice caron, assistants
Locations of these art installations can be found on the BIG map under the breezeway BY
THE POOL, and at the participation station. Unlisted art is awaiting your discovery...

The Philadelphia Experiment is honored to be able to award art honorariums for PEXSF 2017

A Song for Jessie

Camp Phuck It Experience

A Song for Jessie displays anger, sadness,
love, joy, excitement, and the journey of life.
Expressing the bumps, bruises, and scars
incurred during our journey. The scars heal allowing
us to see beauty, joy and excitement life has to offer.
www.1111arts.org

We are providing an interactive Philadelphia/
Kensington Neighborhood experience during
a festival. It is a place for people to
congregate, feel welcome and hang out on a larger
than life Philadelphia Rowhouse stoop. Drink a beer,
cuddle in the baby pools, listen to some good music
and mainly Phuck Off.

Aye-Aye (The Universe)

Cat Castle

This is a giant, interactive lighting installation
that invites participants to get lost within,
where both beauty and chaos exist
simultaneously.

The Cat Castle is a climbable structure that
we hope encourages you to embrace your
inner feline. Play, Relax, Be yourself and if you
want to scratch a post, hunt mice and beat yarn DO
IT!

Balloon Chain & Mobile Art

Center Camp Cafe Mural

John Krawczyk, Ted Tihansky, Jenn Krawczyk,
Adam Twersky, Sheryl Krawczyk & Drew Miele

Kevin Irizarry (Rabbit), Steve D’Amato & Maegan
D’Amato

Michael Cha, Brendon G., Cara C., Wabbly Flips,
Gabby & Matt
Let’s paint the skies with color balloons and
lights. Use the rest of the helium to make
floating foam shapes. This year it’s mobile.
www.BalloonChain.com

Bastet’s Fire Temple
Phaestium Works

On your Playa perusal, should you spot the
Black Cat Camp and enter, pay homage to
Bastet; the feline Egyptian Goddess of
femininity and fire. Worship her in our sizzling hot
interactive dance experience and invoke her sensual
spirit and light your night on fire.

Black Light Forest
The Playing Mantis

That there are exciting experiences and
places to play just off the beaten path. The
ambiance of the challenge course, when
blacklit, is very surreal, and a great shared experience
for participants.

Camp Phuck it

Bangarang: Black Cat Camp

Kimberlee Traub

This mural represents The Philadelphia Experiment’s
favorite annual romp in the woods - PEX Summer
Festival. Mysterious paths to adventure, forests of
luscious dreams, festive explosions reflected on
tranquil waters, and dancing under the stars. The
artist’s favorite muses, Setu Tribe and fire flow artists,
represent the Sun and the Moon as the PEX tribe
gathers to conjure positive energy under the summer
sky.

Cryospheric Musics

Monk e Burnswell and the able crew of HM
Pyrotechnics
A contemplative piece generating random
musics through the power of melting ice.

Desperate to Escape
Kelly McAndrew

“Desperate to Escape” is designed to communicate
the overwhelming desire to escape the suppression
and restrictions of the default world. If one can get
through the window all the bondage of default life is
shed, and true freedom and peace reigns.
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Dispatches. Lost Desert
Rebecca Nuvoletta

“Dispatches. Lost Desert” Projections
blending the aesthetic of personal time spent
in the Anza Borrego desert with the white heat
of the New York warehouse underground. These
works explore the analog augmented unreality.

DropCityFX
Justin Evans

Interactive visuals created in real time using
video game technology

ELEVEN

Kailah Neal, Mel Carr and the Shantytown crew
See the 11 Principles of Burning Man come to
life in a colorful and vibrant series of symbols
originally created by James Wickham.

Festival Forge by Upcycled Art

Space Pirates Present: Upcycled Art Festival
Forge edition—by Captain Shaggy2K
Following the effigy burn, we will be
harnessing it’s powerful coal bed to melt and
cast your used aluminum. Bring us your waste
and be amazed as we up-cycle it into ART.

Find the Light

Zoe, Norah, Eric & Eddie

Gaëtano’s International Puppet
theater and Discoteque
Transformative Art Collective

A performance installation that pivots on the
artistry of puppetry. The theater can support
hand puppets, Marionettes AND full grown
adults Puppets! We aim to provide a platform for
people to express themselves outside of their skin.
Featuring a puppet making workshop and shows for
both adults and children. Join us for Puppet News
hour, Judge Punch and Judy, Puppet Karaoke and
instructional Robot dancing with puppets.

Happy Spot

Christian Trella & Riley Johndonnell
A collaborative large-scale project/installation
focused on transforming an exterior space to
stimulate happiness, Optimism and
community interaction. Gathering spaces for a range
of activities, focused Public Displays of Happiness
(PDH) and positive psychology.

Herb Labyrinth

Farmer Liz and The Imaginarium
In the midst of the festive atmosphere of PEX,
we offer a meditative respite with our Herb
Labyrinth. The labyrinth, complete with guided
meditations, will stimulate the senses and provide
opportunities for introspection.

Rainbow arches, containing thousands of
lights, illuminate the walking bridge. Draped
across the arches are secondhand saris,
previously worn by women in Indian until considered
too imperfect to use. The imperfect fabrics enhance
the illumination.
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Heart Conservatory

Kex: The Killadelphia Experiment

The Heart Conservatory was first seen at the
Fillmore during PEX Heartburn 2017. Inspired
by stained glass, the walls of this temple are
decorated with Kimberlee Traub’s unique illustrations.
Visitors are encouraged to leave notes on the altar for
things they want to let into and release from their
hearts. These offerings from PEX Summer Fest and
Heartburn will be put in the Effigy for the burn.
kimberleetraub.com

We’re PEX’s doppelgänger ! An interactive art
collection manned by renegade Rangers and
Pirates. We bring the HATE ! Our sworn duty:
question authority, push boundaries, take “burning”
back to its roots, and LOVE you til it HURTS !!!

Kimberlee Traub (lead), Laurie Halbe (altar) and
Scott Abbott of Open Show LLC (lighting)

Hygiene Haikus part deux
Hotspot & Company

With your considerable depth, and serious
amounts of cool, we’d still love to see to the
bottom of you, Mr. Pool. So tell those
participants to rub-a-dub-dub, hopefully they
remember this is not their tub.

KAIROS—the oracle of mirth and
mystery
evan cairo and his robot army

An interactive entity bound to this earthly plane
through science so advanced it is
indistinguishable from magic. Step up and
brave the riddled enigmas, obfuscations, temptations,
trials and tribulations, quests and tests and mystic
incantations and see what arcane wisdom you can
give or receive. Advice to the faint of heart, never fear
it’s only art. The river flows around the rock.
Sometimes you’re the rock—and sometimes you’re
the river.

Andrew Skrzenski , Holly Madison , Paul K Drops &
Sam Delereum

Kinesis: The Electric Garden V 7.0
The Foam Collective

Enjoy the latest solar-powered, atmospheric
design by The Foam Collective! And Always
Remember: The Sun Gives Planet Earth
120,000 Terawatts Of Useable Energy Per Year.
Currently Humanity Uses 15 Terawatts Of Energy Per
Year. No Problems, Only Solutions! tfc.foamyhome.
com

Meso Creso Truck DJ Booth
Meso Creso, Washington DC

Built from a 1967 Mack Semi-truck, this DJ booth is a
fully utilitarian art installation. It is inspired by the highly
decorated multiple forms of public and commercial
transportation from around the world, from Pakistan to
India, from Colombia to Haiti. The DJ booth represents
Meso Creso’s diverse American, yet very immigrant,
identity and sound. Hand-painted and designed with
gems, jewelry, brass instruments, and other decorative
pieces from around the world - every inch of the
surface tells our stories of who we are and where we
come from. This installation brings a defining element
to our bayt, one that brings our cultures & stories, our
music & sound and, of course, the all-night dancing
you’ve come to love of Meso Creso.

stages
Pavilion—Kaleidoscope of
Butterflies

The Pavilion Stage will be an interactive display
of 3D video mapping of waterfalls, butterflies,
flowers blooming, and beautiful green
mountains. Visual effects and trickery dive you
into the theme of a butterfly conservatory of
growth, change and metamorphosis. This will
be an interactive display, guests will participate
in the changing of images and colors

Pool—Pulsating Optical Illusion
Jeremy Opio, Lindzor the Creator, Laura
Quigley & Nicole Birch

The all seeing eye of PEX takes center stage
to deliver a daytime dream come true. As dusk
approaches and bleeds into the night, this stage
transforms competing with the moonlight.
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By Eriq Ellixson, Terrance Brunner, Scott
Abbott & Carrie Anne

art installations
Misfit Carolina Hootenanny

Kamp Kounselors: James Hoffman (Misfit),
Kathleen Letsgo, Mark Letsgo, Clawdia Rahgers,
Richard Rahgers, Julie Atkins, Kevin Smith, Karen
Snyder, John Whary, Bixby Tiefenthaler, Jason
Burbach, Amy Star, Cristobal Avellanas, Beth
Salaman, CaseyPatchell, Doug Le Pre, Jimmy Ray,
Paul Ortiz, Elena EK, Rachel Kaster, Ezra Frazer,
Michael Starseed, Randi Nelle, Arwin Quinn, Ann
Young, Samuel Pettit, Peggy Kitsoulis, Mathew
Steinmetz, Amy Ridolfi, Scott Cassidy, Pool Sofa
Stop Kamp Kouselors on Saturday and help
celebrate!!!

Scavenger Hunt for Virtue Lanterns
Marfa Prokhorova & Transformative Art Collective

Scavenger hunt for virtues! Twenty lanterns
are hidden all around the festival grounds.
Each lantern pays a tribute to a specific virtue
that will be engraved in the lantern. Each of
these lanterns will contain wooden tokens inside.
When you find all the twenty virtues and collect the
corresponding tokens you will be able to receive your
secret gift.

Shrine of Brotherly Love
Sharyn’ Giggles

The exciting sequel to last year’s ‘Song Title
Visual Puns’! A series of mini creations within
a glass case, each representing a popular
movie title. Can you guess them all?

We the People of Philadelphia, in Order to
form a more perfect Gift, establish Communal
Effort, insure Radical Inclusion, provide for
Radical Expression, promote Decommodification, and
secure the Blessings of Jawn to ourselves and our
Posterity, do ordain and establish this Shrine of
Brotherly Love.

PERSEPHONE

The Deer

Movie Title Visual Puns
Earth Bennett

Steve Shorts

Large Scale painting of the psychedelic
fertility Goddess of Greco-Roman mythology,
Persephone.

Pornjtopus
Zeut Ryot

An inflatable pornjtopus lounge that wants to
wrap you in his tentacles of love

ReMorph

Alicia Rennekamp, Nathan Dawley, Chris Miller,
Sara Munson, Katerina Hackett & Alan Foran
ReMorph: A structure designed to keep the
elements out while openly encouraging
festival attendants to enter. This Ten foot
Pyramid will serve as a soft meeting place by day and
a soft light performance arena by night!

Ride the Snakes

Gamalama is on ongoing collaboration between
Justin Miller and Ryan Smith
Gamalama is at it again emphasizing the Play
in playing music. This time a playground
classic will be your muse for creating a light
show and musical masterpiece!

Say, What ?!

Devon Colosimo
Tell the world your story! Take a picture or
wipe it away, regardless your choice, its shiny!

Sam Delirium
This piece is a testament to how nature is
being replaced by the manufactured. Made of
metal and light, it has a cybernetic
appearance. It will light the way, but will it lead you in
the direction you want to go?

The Glam Station
Modus Operandi Crew

“The Glam Station” is a meeting place to share fun,
creativity, and self expression and serves as a haven
for those fighting for counter and mirror space in
the southern cabin row. We believe that “glamming
up” through makeup, fashion, and costume can
be a doorway to playful confidence in the ways we
express ourselves and explore our identities and can
invigorate our creativity.

The Haunted Woods Presents:
Festival Quest
Team Halloween

Join us for a quest inspired by the Middle
Ages. Be prepared to play an interactive game
and battle with wizards and warriors. Roll well
and be rewarded. Roll poorly end up in the stocks!

Wishing Willow

Mark A. Dahl, Annelies Helms & Geri Omni
The Wishing Willow invites participants to sit
beneath it’s LED lit branches and contemplate
their heart’s desires, writing them on notes
that will hang for the duration of the festival and
releasing them to the universe for manifestation, to be
burned on Sunday night at the effigy site.

PEX Summer Festival 2017
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Workshops
Mary wood, director

PEX Summer Festival strives to bring you the cutting edge of culture and thought.
We are catering to the intellectual and imaginative desires of our community. For this reason,
we are hosting a variety of interactive workshops that will explore topics
unique to the interests of social and cultural evolution.
These workshops will be open to ALL attendees at no additional cost. We believe that promoting
thought and education is an essential ingredient to the mission of PEX events.

all workshops are 1.5 hrs long unless noted otherwise

FRIDAY

LABYRINTH

1:00PM

Thai Massage is an hour and half long work shop
introducing simple, easy and effective postures of
relief for all attendees. Using your palms, thumbs,
elbows, forearms, knees and feet, you will be
guided through tension release techniques to use
on a partner. Gentle stretching combined with
decompressing maneuvers allows each partner to
feel relaxed in this yoga-like series... it is as though
your partner is practicing yoga for your body wile
you remain passive and at ease. Please bring a
pillow and blanket and/or a mat and a partner!! If
you don’t have a partner come anyway.

AVIARY
All about spins! w/Kim Berley
This is a beginner-intermediate friendly aerial
workshop introducing spins on the lyra! Will run
through simple sequences utilizing spins

FLOW ZONE
Beginner Double Staff Class w/ Sage
Learn to flow with double staffs!

LABYRINTH
Breathing & Meditation 101
/w Hesh Donnerstag
Using today’s most cutting edge techniques in
conjunction with ancient systems I will introduce our
community to breathing, posture, and meditation in
an easy, educating, and effective way.

2:00PM
FLOW ZONE
Build Your Own Flow Prop /w Joe Graff
Build your own flow prop! This workshop will include
tutorials and building materials for making your own
poi and staff.

3:00PM
AVIARY
Beginning Aerial Silks /w Aaron Schallock
Introduction to aerial silks.

FLOW ZONE
Beginner Bowie: Intro to Contact Ball
/w Justin Evans
A beginner class, focusing on hand to hand,
butterflies, and utilizing the forearms and elbows.

Thai Massage /w Arroh Meuse

LAKE
AcroYoga—Relax, Restore, Renew
/w Dion Boehm
Learn the therapeutic side of AcroYoga, give and
receive flying massages! Learn therapeutic touch
and basics of flying, basing and spotting. You will
also learn some Thai massage.

LAKE
Earliest Recorded Dance Music: 1905-1925 /w
Don Wilson
This workshop will explore Edison cylinders and
shellac disc recordings of the earliest recorded
dance music.

PAVILION
Intro to Breakdance /w MC Puppyhammer
Breakdance is broken down into four main
categories of movement: toprock, footwork, power
moves, and freezes. This class will teach some
fundamentals from each category and put them into
a short routine.

4:00PM
FLOW ZONE
Make-Your-Own Practice Poi
/w Wayward Bird
Learn to build your own practice poi! We will use
everyday items you could buy at the dollar store to
make effective tools for spinning.
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friday/SATURDAY

workshops
5:00PM

PAVILION

AVIARY

Supersonic Savasana is a 90 minute sound
meditation that will take you to the outer reaches
of your consciousness while providing your mind
and body with deep relaxation like you’ve never
experienced.

Intermediate silks! /w Aaron Schallock
Intermediate silks

FLOW ZONE

Supersonic Savasana /w Mark Dee

Introduction to Poi /w Wayward Bird
Come learn to swing those things on strings! Come
explore the joy of poi in a no-pressure, friendly
classroom environment.

LABYRINTH
Herbal Alchemy and Balance /w April Rameé
Join April Rameé as we taste, touch, and smell
herbal plants that help us reconnect to the wild
nature of our DNA and the Earth. Together we will
tap into the collective energy that pulsates through
the earth and our hearts calling us to live a more
harmonious manner. How does your soul harmonize
to Earth?

LAKE
Heckling 101 /w Dan Lefkow
Anybody can talk shit. But to be a funny,
constructive heckler, you need class, wit, and a
keen observational eye. Come learn how to better
your trash talk from someone who has none of the
aforementioned skills!

SATURDAY
9:00AM
AVIARY
Child’s Play /w Kathryn Ulrich
Fly like a bird, slither like a snake, swing like a
monkey! A movement and music class for kids of
all ages.

LABYRINTH
Rinse & restoration /w Rubix Ignition
Heal feel and let go as you surrender to love

PAVILION
Supersonic Vinyasa /w Candace Stevens and
Mark Dee

This introductory class explores the very basics of
the pirouette. No experience required.

Join Candace Stevens for a flowing, all-levels 45
minute vinyasa yoga class accompanied by singer/
multi-instrumentalist Mark Dee, followed by a 45
minute savasana during which you will be lovingly
bathed in sound using didjeridu, udu, crystal singing
bowls, various world percussion instruments and
voice.

PAVILION

11:00AM

PAVILION
Ballet 101—Intro to Turns /w Don Wilson

Face Down Ass Up /w Rubix Ignition
Inversions, arm balances, handstands, core &
more!!?ª

AVIARY

7:00PM

Doubles lyra workshop all levels

LABYRINTH

Devil’s on a Roll—Beginner Contact Staff /w
Noel Yee

Healing with Fire: The Chinese Art of
Moxabustion /w Rez
Learn and experience the Chinese Medicine art of
moxibustion, a form of heat therapy using the plant
mugwort. This ancient healing technique helps
relieve tension and nourishes the body. It is used
for a multitude of acute and chronic issues. In this
hands-on workshop, you will safely learn what it is,
the uses, and how to administer it to yourself and
others. Empower yourself to heal!

Doubles Lyra /w Lee Thompson

FLOW ZONE
This class will provide the basic drills for accurately
completing the wall and wheel plane devils rolls.

LABYRINTH
Dragon Spirit Arts: Radiant Lotus Women’s
Qi-gong /w Gabrielle de Burke
The fundamental elements of practice consist of
techniques like Shaking and Cupping, Self-Massage,
Vibrational Sound Healing Kwan Yin Meditation,
Showering Qi & Balancing Qi Movements, Phoenix
Opening/Closing, Lotus Rises from the Water,
Longevity Qigong Series and Emotional Release
techniques.
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SATURDAY

workshops
LAKE

PAVILION

The Butterfly Effect: How to Transform the
Self /w Nicholas Powers

Ultimate Bhangra Dance Workshop 6 /w
Matthew Schmidt & Carolina Veloso

We all have self images that hold us back. Using
writing and ceremony, we will purge those images
on the page, throw them away. And rewrite our
future. Be prepared to become a poem.

Join us in our 6th year of bringing high energy,
addictively joyful Bhangra Dance to PEX. This
intoxicatingly fun dance workshop culminates in a
thrilling poolside performance which has quickly
become a PEX favorite!

PAVILION
Do the Hustle! /w Firefly

2:00PM

Come learn the basics of the dance that shaped the
disco era...the Hustle!

FLOW ZONE

PAVILION

WALK THIS WAY!!! Drilling with your rope dart
/w Jim Jay James

Blinky Hospital /w Hack Rock City
Has your outfit gone dark? EL Wire dead, LEDs
won’t blink? Want to learn to solder? Come have
a consult with our team of soldering iron-wielding
Emergency Mending Personnel and step back out
into the night lit up nice and bright.

12:00PM
FLOW ZONE

Come and learn essential steps in drilling kicks,
wraps, and shoots with your dart. Learn to walk with
a presence and how to drill dart moves effectively

3:00PM
AVIARY
Intermediate/Advanced Aerial Lyra /w Lee
Thompson

Build Your Own Flow Prop /w Joe Graff

Intermediate/Advanced Aerial Lyra

Build your own flow prop! This workshop will include
tutorials and building materials for making your own
poi and staff.

FLOW ZONE
Dragon Orgy /w Rubix Ignition
If you can’t take the heat, don’t tickle the dragon

1:00PM

LABYRINTH

AVIARY

Hand Drumming for All Skill Levels
/w Brett of Maharal

AcroYoga - Fly High with Your Friends
/w Dion Boehm
Learn the joy and fun of Partner Acrobatics by
supporting and being supported in this all levels
AcroYoga workshop.

Drummers from any skill level (or newbies) will find
this workshop fun and rewarding. Everyone has a
part to play in a drum circle! Come learn interesting
rhythms from around the world and be drumming
like a pro before you know it!

FLOW ZONE

LABYRINTH

Let’s Learn Rope Dart /w Jim Jay James
Learn the basics of rope dart including how to make
a rope dart (just bring a sock), and Ill provide the
rope and filler.

LABYRINTH
Plant Spirit Yoga Sound Journey w/ April
Rameé and Pedro Gil Rosas

Acroyoga Thai and Fly /w Kathryn Ulrich
& Laura Clarke
All danced out? Not feeling up for handstands? Come
relax and recover so you’re ready for the next event!

LAKE
The New Revolution: Can the Counter Culture
Recreate the Future? /w Nicholas Powers

Come join April Rameé and Pedro Gil Rosas for a
healing journey into a plant spirit, yoga, and sound
therapy.

Nationalism and racism are rising around the world.
What role does the American festival scene and
counter-culture have in fighting against it?

PAVILION

PAVILION

Mask Making: Part I /w Erin Kalloo
A two day mask making event. Day one is wire
framework and paper mache, day two is color and
texture.

Pretty Pexie Pasties /w Kate Relish
If you got it, flaunt it! Come make an adorable set of
custom made pasties to express your unique body
and mind. All materials provided. For both men and
women, don’t be shy guys! Pastie Parade around
PEX to follow workshop.
PEX Summer Festival 2017
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saturday/SUNDAY

workshops
PAVILION

PAVILION

Creative Hair Adornment /w Ambazonia

Dragon Scales! /w Holly

Create your ‘Dream Hair’! Bless your crown with
vibrational healing & get funky fabulous festival hair
for all to enjoy!

Beginner scale maille weaving techniques with
supplies for 8 persons (16, if sharing) to be working
at a time (assorted scales, tools, and rings will be
provided).

PAVILION
Salsa Series: Beginner /w Michelle Krunk and
Mayor Michael Shway
Learn the basics of salsa—one step at a time— in
a fun, entertaining, no-pressure zone! No partner is
needed, and all levels are welcome. This class will
focus on getting the basic footwork down.

3:30PM
center camp
Visionary Arts Painting Workshop
A hands-on painting workshop led by local artists
using a unique blend of art techniques, illustrated
talks and group interaction to open portals for artists
seeking tools to expand and express their own
personal visions. Canvas, paint and brushes will be
provided. Space is limited!!

4:00PM
FLOW ZONE
Poi pendulums /w Chris Von Stopherson
A beginner class on the art of never actually spinny
your poi. Rather just letting them Bob and sway.
Learn application of this concept in patterns
you already know and also different ways to use
pendulums to find other patterns!

PAVILION
Tribal Fan Flow with Lux Arati /w Michelle
Yeager & Lux Arati Members
Lux Arati’s unique blend of dance and fire arts has
entertained crowds since 2011. Come learn some of
their style from Lux Arati’s artistic director, Michelle
Yeager. This workshop will focus on blending tribal
bellydance movements and format with fire fans,
bring your favorite set of fans and prepare to get
your Luxie booty shaking.

7:00PM
LABYRINTH
Singing Bowl Sound Bath /w Arroh Meuse
Come and experience an hour of truly blissful
rejuvenating sounds, as you lay in stillness listening
in meditation. Each of the seven Himalayan singing
bowls coordinates to a different energy wheel of the
body. When played in proper sequence, the bowls
can brings deep peace and stillness, harmonizing
each center and allowing deep peace and inner
alignment to light. Feel free to get comfy by bringing
a pillow, blanket and mat.

SUNDAY

5:00PM

9:00AM

AVIARY

LABYRINTH

Advanced Aerial Silks /w Rae Mae
Advanced aerial silks workshop presented by Rae
Mae.

FLOW ZONE

Lazy Yoga w/ Tobey
A slow + easy vinyasa-hatha hybrid class for
beginners and anyone else. Only do what feels good
and forget the rest!

Poi swaps /w Chris Stopherson

11:00AM

Learn how to switch hands with your poi in many
different ways.

AVIARY

LABYRINTH
Tapping Into our Resilience:
an intro to EFT /w Livi Joy
EFT (aka tapping) is an embodied practice based
on ancient meridian wisdom as well as the latest
neuroscience that helps us gracefully move through
challenging experiences.

Intermediate Trapeze /w Kim Berley
Come explore shapes and pathways with 2 ropes
and a bar! Appropriate for intermediate level
aerialists and above

AVIARY
Intermediate/Advanced Aerial Hammock /w
Lee Thompson
Intermediate/Advanced Aerial Hammock Workshop
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sunday

workshops
FLOW ZONE

LABYRINTH

Go With the Flow! /w Adam Rei Siegel

Who doesn’t want a massage? /w Jewels Ziff
Sint & Mitch Gerbus

Learn how to put the flow into flow arts in this
movement-based class for all skill levels and props
that will immerse you into the origins, philosophy
and exploration of transcendental state-of-mind
recognized globally as moving meditation.

LABYRINTH
Bring the 8 Limbs of Yoga to the 4 Corners of
your mat /w Don Rider
In this workshop, we’ll look briefly at the eight limbs
of yoga and then play with incorporating them into a
classical open-level yoga mat class.

LAKE
Telling Tales: An Introduction to Narrative
Writing /w Schmidtty
A veteran journalist teaches the basics of narrative
writing for fiction, nonfiction, memoir and film.

PAVILION
Capoeira—The Art of Freedom /w Capoeira
Cultural Center
Capoeira is an art form that defies description. It
is a fight, a dance, a game. It is creativity, intuition,
grace, strength, history and tradition. To understand
the movement, music, and magnetism of Capoeira,
we must explore the art’s fascinating tradition and
mysterious history. Capoeira is a story of triumph
and freedom, and this course will tell this story.

12PM
Flow zone
The Day your Balls Dropped
w/ Jim Jay James
Come one, come all, and learn to drop the ball. The
day your balls dropped is an introduction to juggling,
with a Q and A for beginning jugglers, including
a free set of three. Anyone can learn to juggle, so
come on down and learn.

1:00PM
AVIARY

Learn the basics of Thai massage, and give (&
receive!) bodywork. Come with a partner, but save
the happy endings for later.

LAKE
Introduction to Tarot /w Tobey + Kate Relish
Learn the basics of tarot, begin your own unique
relationship with the cards, and end by giving and
getting a simple reading.

PAVILION
Samba de Roda—Freedom Dance /w
Capoeira Cultural Center
Samba is a Brazilian dance that will get your body
moving and your heart beating with the drum.

PAVILION
Mask Making: Part II /w Erin Kalloo
A two day mask making event. Day one is wire
framework and paper mache, day two is color and
texture.

PAVILION
Knot Tying /w Dan Lefkow
This is a beginner’s class to useful knots. We will
cover how to properly coil a rope, and learn the
bowline, clove hitch, trucker’s hitch, figure 8, daisy
chain and taut line hitch. For the savvy, we’ll learn
the double fisherman’s knot, alpine butterfly and
sheepshank.

2:00PM
FLOW ZONE
Club Juggling for Non-Jugglers
/w Cody Beastman
This is a beginner club class focusing on legos
and traps, two creative and innovative methods
of club play. These techniques rely on simple grip
switches and have a much easier learning curve
than traditional toss juggling. No actual toss juggling
experience necessary. Beg.

Foundations and Fundamentals of AcroYoga
/w Ben Biko Cohen

3:00PM

All levels fundamental AcroYoga class, no partner or
experience necessary, bring a positive attitude and
mat/towel.

AVIARY

FLOW ZONE
Single Staff 101 /w Cody Beastman
From the basics of traditional spinning into
contemporary pattern spinning and on into contact
work. This is a dense class, covering multiple styles
of single staff play with which to inspire continued
practice. Some basic playtime with a staff will be
helpful, taking notes is encouraged. Beg.

Aerial Conditiong /w Aaron Schallock
Strength conditioning and flexibility using the silks.

FLOW ZONE
Stalls with Poi /w Matt Mills
Lets stall some balls.
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sunday

workshops
4:00PM
FLOW ZONE
Poi Juggling 101 /w Matt Mills
Basics of juggling poi

5:00PM
AVIARY
Duo Silks /w Rae Mae & Wei-Wei
An introduction into partner (duo) aerial acrobatics.

LABYRINTH
Sacred Cacao and Sacred Song Workshop /w
April Rameé and Pedro Gil Rosas
Connect, Transform, and Detox while Learning
sacred songs and being bathed in sound for healing.
PEXSF 2016 RedLite Photos

LABYRINTH
Everyday Treatments with Tea /w Minna

LABYRINTH
Emotional Clarity Practice /w Joe Graff
A series of games aimed at practicing fluent
emotional communication

LAKE
Brazilian Percussion Workshop /w Xande Cruz
Participants will be learning how to play different
rhythms from Brazil.
All level, all ages.

PAVILION
Creative Hair Adornment /w Ambazonia
Create your ‘Dream Hair’! Bless your crown with
vibrational healing & get funky fabulous festival hair
for all to enjoy!

PAVILION
Salsa Series: Intermediate /w Mayor Michael
Shway and Michelle Krunk
Join us for the second workshop in our two-part
salsa series. Now that you have learned the basics,
it is time to learn a short dance combination with
a partner. We will briefly review the basics at the
beginning and then proceed to teach you the stepby-step hands-on choreography. We recommend
that you start with the beginner’s workshop first if
you have never salsa’d before. No partner needed
as we will be rotating partners throughout.

Minna of Hemp Kettle Tea Company blends organic
herbs, teas, and spices with hemp seed. Attendees
of this educational workshop and tea party will
learn about the eco-conscious and labor-conscious
ingredient sourcing as well as the nutritive benefits
of hemp seed, specific herbs and spices, and their
benefits in relieving stress, anxiety, cramping, and
other pain. Guests will be able to blend a small
serving of caffeinated or non-caffeinated chai.

LAKE
Relationship Anarchy Discussion w/ Alan
Silverman
Relationship Anarchy is a style and philosophy of
relationships. It is non-hierarchical, custom, self
expressive, ethical and potentially very rewarding.
Join us for a discussion on Relationship Anarchy.

PAVILION
INTRO TO DJing + Professional Equipment /w
Donnerstag
I want to introduce the up and coming DJs in
our community, as well as the casual DJs to
professional, club standard information and DJ
equipment.

7:00PM
LABYRINTH
Menstrual Wisdom Women’s Circle /w Katy
Elizabeth
Share a discussion and journey in circle about
menstrual wisdom, practice, history (herstory),
tradition, and intuition. Our cycles and our bodies
are sacred, and hold our deepest wisdom and
healing. This is a trans-INclusive women’s circle!
Open to all women and all menstruating people.
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SCHEDULED EVENTS
Ongoing

ONGOING (sat., sun.)

anytime

9-11am

By the Lake
JamNation

Camp Drama Free-VIP Lounge
Wayward Tea Time

JamNation, PEX Summer Festival’s official drummer’s
circle, invites all drummers & musicians to join our
musical celebration all weekend long. Musicians are
encouraged to bring their own instruments although
some will be provided. JamNation will also host
a Samba Parade on Sunday at 3pm. Come one,
come all & let’s Jam! Bring: Any musical instruments,
especially percussion

For your pleasure, the wayward ones of the VIP
Lounge in Camp Drama Free will share a Saturday
and Sunday morning tea time picnic, complete with a
variety of black, green, and herbal teas, light morning
snacks, and Victorian amusements. Bring your own
tea cup if you like, and join us for a much needed
morning (or still going) cuppa. Bring: A teacup would be
lovely, morning snacks to share

Every Evening:
Pavilion
Freestyle Fire Spin Jam
Performers bring your props, duvetyne and fuel.
Everyone else come enjoy the show!

ONGOING (fri., sat., sun.)
12-1PM; 3-4PM ; 6-7PM
LakeSide
Acrobatic Yoga/ Partner Acrobatics
Acrobatic Yoga focuses on partner acrobatics that
mostly utilize the feet. Our style of Acrobatic Yoga
blends yoga, gymnastics, various styles of dance,
Acrobalance, Adagio Balance and Icarian Games.
Bring: Yoga Mat and or Towel

ONGOING (fri., sat., sun., MON.)
11am
pavilion
Blinky Hospital
Has your outfit gone dark? EL Wire dead, LEDs won’t
blink?Want to learn to solder? Come have a consult
with our teamof soldering iron-wielding Emergency
Mending Personneland step back out into the night lit
up nice and bright.

9-10:30am
Amphitheater
Kundalini Yoga with Nam Vedya Kaur
Kundalini Yoga is yoga of awareness. Its purpose
is to strengthen your nervous system and offer you
technology that will allow you to evolve in a selfsensory human. It’s like an owner’s manual for human
consciousness and provides you with tools to grow
emotionally, physically and spiritually. Come expand
your mental capacity to experience the Infinite Self! All
flexibility levels welcome! Bring: Water, yoga mat or
towel and a pillow, cushion or folded blanket to sit on,
dress comfortably

Friday
3pm-7pm
Black Cat Camp
Wild AF
Would you like to shuck off all pretense of civilized
humanity? Do you look amazing shaking ya ting in
leopard print? Then grab your binoculars, creature
costumes, and animal print and come rumble in our
jungle and make your own wildcat ears! This is also
the birthday celebration for one of our favorite party
animals, MIKE SAGA. So swing on by and get WILD
AF with us!!! Adults Only. Bring: binoculars, khakis,
animal costumes, good vibes

12pm
Camp Contact
Camp contact workshop instructor
A Path To Awakening-beginning with an interactive
talk, we flow into the breath and dive into the waves
of movement. Adults Only. Bring: Yoga mat or blanket,
bottle water, journal
PEX Summer Festival 2017
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friday, saturday

scheduled events
4-5pm

11am-12pm

center camp stage
Cafe Opening Kick-Off Event - Drum Circle
Groove—Community Jam w/ Styx Latte

Black Cat Camp
Cat Yoga

All rhythm makers and beat shakers, as the Cafe is
opening, let’s get the vibrations flowing, listening &
synchronizing our rhythms, honoring the ancestral
call & response of the original beats from where it
began….Come create the space with us & get your
drum on! Participants pick from (or bring their own)
djembes, bongos, shakers, claves, triangles etc.

8pm
Basketball Court
The Russian Roulette Variety Show
The Russian Roulette Variety Show Cast has been
announced and is gearing up to bring you one of
its most fantastic shows to date! This year’s show
presents a plethora of varied performance arts
including aerial arts, tribal belly dance, innovative
LED tech design, a multitude of fire disciplines, and
much more! We are also proud to announce we
will be showcasing original artwork by Rolf Evan
Cunningham, and introducing our new hostess, Miss
Illexxandra herself, accompanied by our ever so
talented Parker S. Galore.

Saturday
10AM
Entrance, where the road into the
resort splits into two
Beer Mile
Fancy yourself a runner? Fancy yourself a drinker of
beer? Take the beer mile challenge! Start the race with
a beer, pound one every .25 miles and see how long
it takes to make it to the end (if you make it at all!).
Race untimed. Customer number badges, decorate on
Friday at the Sexy Tramps camp Cabin. No beers for
kiddies running. Bring: Running feet, beer bellies and
running hearts

10AM

Stretch out in the sun with our kitty themed yoga
routine. Find union with the mind and body of your
feline soul. Bring: A yoga Mat

11am-12:30pm
Hacienda Camp, White Tent
Stretch Jealousy Into Compersion
Join relationship coach, Effy Blue, for a discussion on
jealousy in relationships: how to feel it, communicate
about it, navigate it, and transform it into compersion
(happiness from your partner’s happiness). Enjoy
a meditation on compersion with Ambyr D’Amato,
followed by some delicious partner Thai massage style
stretching, breathing, communication, and eye gazing.
Get some immediate practice on this technique when
we switch partners, and feel your jealousy melt away.
Adults Only. Bring: A yoga mat or extra towel if you
have one.

12-1pm
Black Cat Camp
Name Your Inner Kitty
Have you ever wondered what you would be called if
you were a cat? We’ve devised a magical game that
will show you what to call your inner-kitty. Once you’ve
discovered your new feline name we will provide you
with the materials to create the cutest cat collar ever.
Adults Only. Bring: A Love of All Things Cat!

1-2pm
Black Cat Camp
Adult Cat’s Milk Bar
Are you a Feline who purrs at even the slightest
thought of creamy, alcoholic libations? Come over
to Black Cat Camp where we’ll be concocting some
Coconut Cat Milk (no kittens please). Feel free to Cat
around in our lounge, paw at some yarn and listen to
our funky beats while you lap up your cocktail. Please
bring a cup, or a saucer if that’s your thing. Adults
Only. Bring: A Cup or a Saucer

meso creso
Partner Yoga

1-2:30pm

Come stretch your assanas and mix it up at the same
time in this 1.5 hour partner Yoga. No partner required.

Hacienda Camp, Cuddle Dome
Ecstatic Erotic Embodiment Massage
High energy beats, massage, up-regulating
breathwork, Taoist big draws, awakening energy and
intense mind altering sober psychedelic experience.
Coconut oil will be provided or bring your own. Adults
Only. Bring: Partner based massage, bring a partner
or be comfortable being paired with opposite or same
gender partner. Bring a towel or surface to lay on.
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saturday

scheduled events
3-5pm

5-7pm

Hacienda Camp, Cuddle Dome
Purrrrrrfection Pasties

Meso Creso
Mesopotamian Vibes

Come make some kitties for those titties! In this kittythemed workshop we’ll be creating some pAWE-some
pasties. Learn to craft instant simple peel and stick on
pasties or body stickers with spandex or furry fabric.
Cat face and paw stencils provided or dare to craft
freehand. Shiny things, chains, rhinestones and trims
provided just bring your imagination and your lovely
body to decorate and celebrate!. Adults Only

We invite you to breathe in the mesopotamian
vibes under our bayt. Come join us for sweet treats,
homemade baklava, fresh and dried fruit; and savor
our Turkish coffee and sage tea. Sit back, smoke
some hookah, and bring your creative skills, poetry
and stories, and any musical talents you’d like to
share. Let us host you under the afternoon sunshine at
Mesopotamian Vibes with nourishment for your ears,
heart, stomach and soul.

3:30-5PM
the Lux Arati cabin #6 on
art-cabin row™
Lux-ilicious Beauty Booty Birthday & A Half
Help Xtiina and Erin celebrate their birthday and a half!
Meet outside cabin 5/6 near the Boutique for bagslapping and silliness. Wear your most ridiculous/best
swimsuit and bring all your pool floaties because then
we’re going to parade our fabulous selves to the pool
for EZ’s set and more slap-happy shenanigans. We’ll
have some bag wine but donations are welcome! BYO
cup, fab accessories and other goodies. Adults Only.
Bring: Pool toys, party donations, birthday parade
accessories

4PM
NYD low pressure poetry
Ekphrastic poetry (poetry inspired by Art) has a long
history in the English language and we will read a few
poems/ people are welcome to read from their phones
anything that inspires them. Then ekphrastic poetry
prompts will be discussed and people are welcome
to to look at art and write their inspired poetry. We will
meet up again to share what we’ve worked on. Adults
Only

4-5:30PM
Temporary Brazil at pex
We will be setting up a mini bar serving ice-cold
caipirinhas (the national drink of Brazil) and bate pepo
(conversation) and good times. Best of all: you don’t
need a passport. We’ll provide you with your own
passport (limited quantity available) which includes
a caipirinha recipe and a few Brazilian Portuguese
phrases to get you started on your Brazilian journey.
Adults Only

5pm

5:30-6:30pm
Hacienda Camp, Cuddle Dome
Unconference
Have an awesome idea, sexy skill, or kinky knowledge
base you’d like to share? Come prepared to speak
about your sex-based passion or latest Kink project
for 15 minutes. A mini course on the sexually-oriented
topic of your choosing. (Participants can request skillshare instead of teaching.) Faerie Tayler will organize
classes & select freaky mini-courses from attendees to
create an impromptu sex knowledge share-à la TedX
unplugged. Adults Only

6-8pm
center camp stage
“Poet-tree En Motion” w/ Host Plum Dragoness
& the Center Camp House Band (Elliott Levin,
Sonnie Shine, Ali Richardson & Styx Latte)
This ongoing seasonal event known as “Poet-tree
En Motion” features a variety of performance genres,
including diverse arts & culture presentations & has
been based in West Philly for the past decade but
now comes to PEX! Expect Live Musical Acts, Spoken
Word Flowetry & Tribal Dance fusion styles. We invite
Storytellers, Poets, Dancers, Musicians, Jokers,
Theater & Flow Artists to SIGN UP to share their skills
with the community during the OPEN MIC/STAGE
(there will be a House Band to support presentations
that want the live music vibe)! Sign-Up for Open Mic!
Featured Artists Include:
Elliott Levin (Experimental Live Jazz Music &
Beat Poetry)
Ali Richardson (the Acoustic Truth of Rhythm &
Rhyme)
BellyDance by Lorenda (Dance Performance
infused w/ Sword & Wings)
Plum Dragoness (Live Music & Spoken Word
Poetry & Dance/Movement)

AT THE LAKE
Heckle Lefkow
If you know Dan Lefkow then you have most likely
been inspired to talk shit to him or about him. We
encourage you to bring a friend and heckle PEX’s most
barely tolerated man. Swing by and enhance your
trash talking skills on an easy and stationary target.
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saturday/sunday

scheduled events
6:30PM

11am-12pm

pavilion
The Showdown: 6th Annual PEX Hoop Battle

Black Cat Camp
Spell Casting

So, you think you can hoop? Prove it! Calling all
hoopers, renowned and obscure: come out and show
us what your mama gave ya. Prizes: eternal bragging
rights, a gorgeous, lightweight Polypro LED hoop, and
a spot on the coveted judges panel next year. Winner
takes all.

We will cast a spell of healing and transformation in
a group guided meditation. The intention of which is
a transformation in our personal and collective lives,
as well as in the world around us. Bring: Something
comfy to sit on

6:30-8pm
Haciena Camp, Cuddle Dome
Rope Skill Share
Bring your uncoiled curiosity for a Rope Skill Share
lead by GentlemanSatyr and Faerie Tayler! Learn
how to adorn the human body with rope for party
and playtime. Explore decorative body harness ties
and light bondage techniques through interactive
demonstrations. We welcome all levels to learn and
share their fiber arts expertise. Adults Only. Bring:
BYO rope if possible, loaner rope will be available on a
first-come, first-serve basis.

1:30-2:30PM
Hacienda Camp, Cuddle Dome
Sticky Stories
Gather ‘round the Cuddle Dome for interactive
travel adventure storytelling with Faerie Tayler &
Sticky Stories! Sexy stories, poly stories and travel
adventures, oh my! Dramatized, performed, sexualized
by Ms. Faerie through performance, spoken word,
collages and kinky characters. You can check out a
glimpse of her Faerie Adventures ahead of time at
www.facebook.com/faerieadventures. Adults Only

2-3:30pm

post-effigy burn

Hacienda Camp, White Tent
Curious Fox

Meso Creso
All that Glitters is Gold

Curious about OPEN RELATIONSHIPS? Get all of your
questions answered here! A diverse panel of ethical
non-monogamists will share their stories and insights –
the good, the bad, and the ugly – through an engaged
Q&A. We invite you to explore without commitment.
A Curious Fox has an open mind, strong senses of
empathy and humility, and a dedication to learning and
growth. Are you a Curious Fox? Join us!. Adults Only

Forget the proverb as it’s often told, this year at Meso
Creso... all that glitters IS gold. Everything that looks
precious and true is exactly that, for one night only.
Dawn your glimmer, embrace the golden, and sparkle
your way through the forest to join your Meso Creso
familia for our beats, treats and a glistering good time.

Sunday
All Day
Everywhere
Shitsgivings
A holiday from love-and-light, leather-feathers, and
hippie types. A day to pack up and drink beer, spread
sneer, only one more day until you get the fuck out
of here. So give some shit to neighbors near, spread
it loud and clear. Point out others mistakes, yell at
your neighbor for not covering their stakes. Cover an
abandoned car with caution tape and speak up about
everything you hate! Adults Only. Bring: Shit, giving
spirit.

3PM
Swing class
Swing Dance-Lindy Hop: Basic 6 count pattern. When
you think swing dance or social dancing, do you think
old people dance? Fear not, this has been making a
come back for quite a few years and the swing scene
is bigger than ever. Step, turn and just have some fun
with just a few basic steps. Give it a whirl!

3-4:30pm
Hacienda Camp, Cuddle Dome
Massage For Lovers
Learn to seduce, comfort, and intensify the touch you
share with your lover before, during and after sharing
intimacy. Massage for Lovers is a non-sexual massage
workshop designed to teach accessible massage
techniques tailored to promote connection between
partners / lovers throughout all the phases of intimacy,
from flirtation to after-care and cuddling, with a special
focus on low-fatigue massage promoting relaxation
and supporting a myriad of physical positions. Adults
Only. Bring: Bring a partner, friend or lover!
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sunday

scheduled events
3-5pm

Join us for a culminating event at Center Camp Stage
with an acoustic style Community Jam session that
invites participants to bring their instruments & get
in the groove. Listening to each other, so we learn
from each other. Using the language of music to
communicate, participants are invited to bring their
own instruments be they voices, bodies, djembes,
shakers, or hand made creations etc.

unite seasoned musicians with soul driven musical
novices. The event’s host and visionary, Geri Omni,
hopes to bring our musical community together in
an environment that both honors our great musical
masters as well as fosters our up and coming artists
with collaborative sonic expression and inspiring
entertainment. Sign-Up for Open Mic!
Featured Artists Include:
Sonnie Shine (soul-drenched melodies and
percussive guitar riffs)
Kuf Knotz & Lady Omni MC (synergistic
collaboration of rhythm, rhyme, and + vibes)
Body Painting by Angi Vita

4-5:30pm

7PM

hacienda camp—white tent
Party Production

pavilion
5th Annual PEX Flowcase

Drawing from their experiences with Hacienda, Andrew
Sparksfire and Effy Blue will give you the tools to throw
the best party of your life! They’ll cover everything it takes
to be a responsible host: How to curate your guest list,
ensure safety and comfort, use Guardians to eliminate
the “creepy person” syndrome, prevent consent
violations before they occur, and set expectations to
maximize the fun and minimize the drama.

Come pull up a spot on the pavilion Sunday afternoon
for the 5th Annual PEX Flowcase. This is a special
gift from members our very own PEX Flow Arts
community. Bring a cool drink, a chair and be ready
to be amazed and get some feels from this years
performers. Hosted by Happy is—Madame Lola and
Sol de Lola.

center camp stage
Community Jam (Acoustic Instruments)
w/ Ali Richardson

4-6PM
Info Booth/Participation Station
Volunteer Appreciation Party
If you’ve thrown down with the PEXSF Volunteer
Posse this year, last year, or want to find out more
about participating next year, please come join
us Sunday July 2nd at 4:00pm at the Info Booth/
Participation Station for some good friends, fine
conversation, good tunes and a cheers or two for all
you’ve accomplished!

5-7pm
Meso Creso
Mesopotamian Vibes

We invite you to breathe in the mesopotamian
vibes under our bayt. Come join us for sweet treats,
homemade baklava, fresh and dried fruit; and savor
our Turkish coffee and sage tea. Sit back, smoke
some hookah, and bring your creative skills, poetry
and stories, and any musical talents you’d like to
share. Let us host you under the afternoon sunshine at
Mesopotamian Vibes with nourishment for your ears,
heart, stomach and soul.

6-7:30pm
center camp stage
The Warm Up w/ Host- Lady Omni MC & the
Center Camp House Band (Elliott Levin, Sonnie
Shine, Ali Richardson & Styx Latte)
Back in Philly, Upstairs at Front Street Cafe, The Warm
Up is a live music event that is partly curated and
partly free flow (le sigh... se la vie) offering Featured
Acts as well as an Open Mic element that aims to

7:30-9pm
center camp stage
The Get Down w/ DEL and
Host Ladi Omni MC
The Get Down is a 70’s funk inspired dance party that
is reminiscent of the era responsible for the birth of
Hip Hop! DEL will teleport us through decades of body
movin’ grooves to release the funk that might be lying
dormant up in your DNA. Come get down with your
people! Bust out some choreo or just free flow, maybe
write a rhyme if you got the time, either way it pays to
play so come get it in and work it out! Warm it up and
get down—that’s what it’s ALLL about. Yup.

9:30-10PM
Basketball Court
ArcheDream for Humankind
Patricia Domiguez, Director
ArcheDream for HUMANKIND, is a nonprofit black
light mask and dance theater company. ArcheDream
for Humankind uses Archetypes—which are universal
thoughts, ideas or emotions, in their performances
to reach audiences across the globe. ADHK tours
repertoire performances that tell stories through
the use of archetypes. The use of these archetypal
characters makes ArcheDream performances
easily relatable to audiences of all ages. ADHK’s
performances serve to entertain, uplift and inspire.

With: Patricia Dominguez, Megan Quinn,
Leanne Grieger, Julia Higdon, Ella Cuda, Nate
Stindt, Rob Green, Ian Kerr, Spencer Marte and
William Robison.
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Theme camps
A. Black Cat Camp
B. Camp Boozehole: Home of
the Grampage
C. Camp Contact
D. Camp Drama Free
E. Camp Phuckit
F. Camp Yoda
G. Deadly Muppets
H. Digital Native
I. Dream Den
J. Ducking Russians
K. 	Hogwarts PEXpress
Drive-in Movie Theater!
L. Mara & Mo’s Test Kitchen

M. Modus Operandi
N. 	One Love Camp
O. 	PEX Banditos
P. ShantyTown
Q. The Grove
R. The Haunted Woods
S. To Bee or Not To Bee
T. TOAD Karaoke Lounge
U. Where?House

ART-CABIN™ ROW
See descriptions on page 24.
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PEXSF center camp
Red Fox & Reno Rox, Directors
Feel the pulse of PEXSF at Center Camp, a magical oasis energized
by stage performances, gallery art, live painting and a café lounge
offering organic coffee and tea from sunrise into the night.

oasis cafe
Sunny Pierce, cafe Manager
Hours:

Friday: 4pm-2am • Saturday: 8am-2am
Sunday: 8am-2am • Monday: 8am-12pm

Live painters
Anastasia Balabanova • Myztico Campo • Harrison Crawford • M C Fritz
Jenee Harrison • Dan Kiselev • Olga Klimova • Alicia Rennekamp
Androo Robb • Steve Shorts • Angi Vita

Gallery Artists
Kimberlee Traub • Steve Shorts • Andrew Robb • Alicia Rennekamp
Olga Klimova • Eli Klein • Dan Kiselev • Jenee Harrison • M C Fritz • Nate Dark
Harrison Crawford • Olga Chemlina • Myztico Campo • Anastasia Balabanova

CafE Mural by Kimberlee Traub
Art Projection Montage by Darian Bagley
Art Curation by Sunny Pierce
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center camp stage
Plum Dragoness & Geri Omni, Stage Managers & Hosts
Open Mic/Open Stage Daily! Stop by the Cafe to sign-up

Friday

3pm

4pm

“Flash Fiction” Storytelling/Reading

Cafe Opening Kick-Off

6pm

Community Drum Circle Groove w/ Styx Latte

5:30pm
Plum Dragoness

T. C. Gardstein

“Poet-tree En Motion” + Open Mic
With Host Plum Dragoness, the Center Camp House
Band, Elliott Levin, Sonnie Shine, Ali Richardson,
Styx Latte, BellyDance by Lorenda, Live Painting

Lyrical Poetry, Dance Fusion & Movement Theater

6pm
Lady Omni MC

Sunday

The Mistress of Ceremonies w/ Omnipotent Raps

2pm

6:30pm

Kids Empower-Hour

Heavy Tongue

Call & Response Drum Circle w/ Styx Latte

Haunting melodies, deep lyrics, & smooth bass lines,
with Dan Kiselev Live Painting

3pm

7:30pm

Acoustic Instruments Only w/ Ali Richardson

Kuf Knotz
Original Beats & Conscious Rhymes

8pm
JFLO
Techno House & Deep House Beats w/ Beatboxing
stylistics

Saturday
1pm

Open Community Jam

5pm
Eduardo Danger Danger
Introspective Comedy

5:30pm
Luna
Musical buffering between murmurings of a carny
girl

6pm
The Warm Up + Open Mic

2pm

With Host Lady Omni MC, and the Center Camp
House Band (Elliott Levin, Sonnie Shine, Ali
Richardson, Styx Latte).
Featured artists include: Kuf Knotz & Lady Omni
MC, Body Painting by Angi Vita and Live Painting by
Dan Kiselev

Redemption

7:30pm

Harry Potter
The One Man Band of Musical Wizardry, with Dan
Kiselev Live Painting

One Man’s Barebone Tale of Resistance

The Get Down
A 70’s funk inspired dance party w/ DEL and Host
Lady Omni MC
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art-cabin™ row
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Tom Carr, Director

cabins 1-2: Eli Camp 3:
Church of Skeezology
Come and worship ye skeezers and take the holy
Communion. Theme this year based on The Church
of Skeezology. Will have sermons and related
events.

CABIN 3: The Imaginarium

Let’s be kids again!! Use your imagination with me
and close your eyes... Keep them closed... This only
works if you close your eyes tight... It didn’t work?
You’ll need to swing by The Imagination Bar to get
your imagination inspired with The Imaginarium!
Magical adventures await your arrival! Come make
and believe with us at The Imaginarium!

cabin 4: Soulicious
Bubbles & Bass and Heroes & Super Villains are
joining forces this year, coming together under one
Soulicious roof. Drop by for free shrugs, big smiles
and cold drinks.. if we like you.

cabin 5: Setu Tribe Safe Space
and Soirée Dome
Pure Goddess, whose silver covers
These sacred ancient plants,
we turn to your lovely face
unclouded and without veil...
Temper, oh Goddess,
the hardening of you ardent spirits
temper your bold zeal,
Scatter peace across the earth
Thou make reign in the sky...
That is the translation of the opera that is being sung
before the Effigy performance..

cabin 6: Lux Arati Booty Beauty
Boudoir and Divine Oasis
The ladies of Lux Arati present (for it’s fourth year!)
The Luxie Beauty Booty Boudoir & Divine Oasis at
PEX Summer Fest 2017—part backstage burlesque
boudoir, part Silk Road Pit Stop, the Luxie ladies
plan again in 2017 to host a combination chill
space and performer prep station and transform
the front lawn of our cabin into a unique oasis
on Art Cabin Row. During the day, we will offer a
shady, comfy chill space reminiscent of a Moroccan
den... featuring tons of draped fabric, pillows,
Caterpillar Hookah Corner and other tribal decor.
In the evenings, the Lux Oasis will offer a space for
performers and other fabulous attendees to put on
their finishing touches for the weekends various
shows, nightly events and scheduled performances.
If there is interest in continued workshopping after
the Lux Arati Fan Technique, we’ll hold informal
meet ups at our camp, which will be noted on the
chalk board out front.

cabins 7-10: Sexy Tramps
Join us for a cavalcade of amusements as the
Sexy Tramps bring their sexy, trampy vibe to the
PEX Summer Festival—featuring the light stylings
of Captain LaserPants, our always popular moist
roadside Caipirinha bar, Satan’s lounge, and
workshops like the Blinky Hospital and Sabrage with
Johnny B.

cabin 11: Melancholy Camp: For The
Exploration of Infinite Sadness
There is no night without a dawning
No winter without a spring
And beyond the dark horizon
We request the Pexies heart to sing
The Melancholy Camp would like to return to
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explore, more deeply, the joy of sadness. With our
friends and love ones abound, we will offer the
ultimate celebration of our dark love, Funerals.
In addition to the Melancholy Dome, for all to
enter and explore the joy of darkness, this year,
the Melancholy Camp will bring our own 6’ home
built coffin and offer out Out of the Box Funerals
for all Pexies to enjoy. The resident funeral director
will helpfully perform funeral intakes and help Pex
Campers select one of our three Out of the Box
funerals. Resident mourners, trained in the art of
tears and eulogies, will then help escort our guests
to the great beyond.
EVENTS:
FRI, SAT & SUN: Sunset-Twilight. Absinthe Of
Light Happy Hour. As the sun sets west of the
grass knoll and twilight lingers on the cusp, we offer
a toast to coming of the night with a traditionally
prepared shot of absinthe. Come cheer, cheer the
setting of light (while supplies last).
SAT & SUN 10am-12pm: Black Metal/Black
Coffee. Take in the morning with some steaming hot
black coffee and an ounce of black metal to boot.
SAT & SUN 12-3pm: Your Funeral. Have you
always wanted to know what people would say
about you when you were gone? Well now you can
find out. Sign up for one of our three “out of the box”
funerals and let us host your last good-bye with
our resident mourners and finely crafted eulogies.
Or just use our casket to arrange your own funeral
developed by your own friends and love ones.
SAT & SUN: Goth Dance Party. Enjoy the sounds
of the darkest, saddest music on the block. From the
Smiths to Ministry, we have all your dark hearts desire.

cabin 12: The ElevenEleven
Experiment
New on the scene this year is the crew from The
ElevenEleven Foundation. Our experiment provides
reprieve for society’s wounded hearts, scarred
souls, and damaged minds, for this weekend we’re
breaking free from the shackles of PTSD and other
psychological traumas, and welcome you to join us
as we celebrate life and love. We are all on a journey
to heal from life’s curveballs. ElevenEleven invites
you to begin (or continue) your own healing through
art, technology, and adventure. Our cabin is a blank
canvas, and our experiment is you… stop by to
create, watch, listen, smile, eat, drink, talk, hug, kiss,
dance, or shine, then leave your baggage behind.
EVENTS:
FRIDAY 8:30-11:30pm: The Sperm Whale.
Experience NYC’s finest project artists merging art
and technology
SATURDAY 2-4pm: Art Therapy with Ted.
Ted Tihansky is an accomplished artist using art
for his own healing process. Stop by ElevenEleven
for a participatory glimpse at how art helps heal.
SATURDAY 6:30pm: The Happiest Hour…Food,
drinks, art supplies, and body paint.
SUNDAY 6-7pm: Canvas Social. Join us for
drinks and snacks as we admire the fruits of your
labor.
MONDAY 10am: Beggin for Bacon…Let your
nose be your guide.

cabin 13: Technoberfest
Left Rite will be transporting our little corner of
Summer Fest to Germany for techno, brats, and beers.
EVENTS:
FRI, SAT & SUN: Sunset. Oktoberfest in July.
Come enjoy hoppy hour with us in our 200%
Authentic German Beer Garden! Refreshments and
entertainment will be provided by Left Rite and
friends.

Cabins 15-16: Kamp Kounselors

Every antique clock has a winding gear, and a
second gear which is connected to the hands, and a
third gear and a fourth gear, which is also called the
escape wheel, and then something called the verge
which transfers the power to the pendulum, which
you know what it is. Some clocks also have a whole
nother set of gears that make the clock chime. This
is called the striking train, or striking mechanism and
it consists of a first gear and a second gear that is
arranged next to a count wheel that keeps track of
the number of times the clock strikes, so that the
hour after it strikes, say, four, it will strike five. Then
there is a third gear that also has a cam on it with
two indentations called kamps (at least in American
clocks; in German clocks it has a star on it called a
kounselor, but that is a whole nother story!) and the
purpose of this is to make the hammer hit the gong
when the clock strikes on the hour (and sometimes
on the half hour, but that is a whole nother story
too!) Clocks, as you are seeing here, are very
complicated, like this notice of funky intent which is
roundabouts trying to tell you that we don’t feel like
writing one this year, since we are just one of many
gears and cams in this ramble of wood, but that is a
whole nother story too! Anyway, the final gears in the
striking train are the pin gear, which has a little pin
coming off it, and the flywheeel, which is basically
a fly wheel that uses a sort of paddle-fan thing to
make the chime go slow enough so you can hear it,
as long as it’s before eleven o’clock every day.
EVENTS:
Misfit’s Carolina Hootenanny: Saturday, 2PM

cabin 18: new york dangerous
New York’s most dangerous Burning Man theme
camp.

cabin 17: The Gang Forms a Cult
In the beginning, the All-Powerful Dab Owl created
the universe, Us, and more Owls in Its image to live
in fear of Its presence, in humble submission to Its
gracious authority. But all of us have rebelled against
Dab Owl and, in consequence, must suffer the
punishment of our rebellion: Physical death by way
of Kool-Aid and the wrath of Fab Owl. Thankfully,
Ducks initiated a rescue plan—the great second
cumin—which began with Its choosing the nation of
Virginia Beach to display Its glory in a fallen world,
until the great flood. Quack.

cabins 19-20: Hacienda
Hacienda is a sex-positive community that
welcomes all genders and all sexual orientations.
EVENTS:
See our events listing in the Scheduled Events
listings section.
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PEXierge™
PEX SUMMER FESTIVAL PEXIERGE !!
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Returning to PEX Summer Festival this year, PEXierge™ is the
ultimate Fairy Godmother to all Theme Camps, ArtCabins™, and
Art Installation and Project leads. Because of all they do, the magic
they bring, and the responsibility they undertake, PEXierge is there to
offer anything from a welcoming refreshment, lend a helping hand, or
just get a hard question answered. This sparkling, roving, interactive
information booth, exclusive liaison, and mobile accommodation
station is here, in their quest for the most relaxing and amazing
festival experience possible.
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THEME CAMPS
Tom Carr, Director
Bill Wynes, General Manager

Black Cat Camp
From the combined forces of Bangarang and Eli
Camp, Black Cat Camp is a place for all manner of
magickal folk to express and experience the magick
that surrounds us—specifically through the lens of a
feline purr-spective…

Camp Boozehole: Home of the
Grampage
Camp Boozehole: Home of the Grampage, enters its
8th year at PEX SummerFest! Can you believe that
your favorite grannies and grampies are still kickin’?!
and whoa mama, they are BACK and bringing even
MORE of what you crave … MORE geriatric antics,
MORE watermelons wearing tankinis, MORE missing
dentures, MORE incontinence! Stop on by the Liver
Spot for some Grampy Juice and meet our booze
filled grandbabies, join a game of Bingo, or twerk a
walker! We may even pull off our new bar design—the
REALISTIC ball pit! We won’t give up until YOU see
old Grandpa Big Jawn helping Everyday into a diaper!

• Saturday, 2PM: GRAMPAGE Happy
Hour. Kick off the annual PEX Summer Fest
GRAMPAGE at “Camp Boozehole: Home of
the Grampage with our Happy Hour at the Liver
Spot! We can help you get elderly, but please try
to pack your geriatric finest! Don’t forget your
arthritis cream ... and always stretch before you
attempt to twerk your walker.
Camp Contact
We aim to be a conscious and energy healing camp,
that offers, Arco Yoga, Five Rhythms and Conscious
Dancing, Mediation, yoga, lectures, and workshops.
oh and a Yurt Sauna.

Camp Drama Free
Camp Drama Free is inspired by a vintage RV called
The Beast that powers our camp with her solar
generator. Swing by, jot down your drama, and leave
it in our Drama Box so you can watch it go up in
flames when we burn it on Sunday. Grab one of our
Portable Drama Incinerator Kits just in case you have
drama on the go! We have Mimosa Happy Hours
Saturday and Sunday from 12-3pm with DJ sets. CDF
is a chill place to relax with music, pink lemonade,
fans, a lounge, massage table with buffer, and a
misting tent. We promote Drama Free Living. While
you can’t control the drama that comes into your life,
you can control how you react to it. You can choose
to be flexible, flow with change and diffuse the
drama or you can allow the drama to consume you.
The choice yours. Embrace the Bass.. Enhance the
Dance..Express your Creativity.. oh yeah, and save
the drama for yo’ momma.

Camp Phuckit

Back for our second official year and we brought the
entire neighborhood! Grab a beer from our trash can
of freedom before having a sit on one of our stoops
or taking a dip in our cool pool of refreshing pillows.
Our Ice Cream truck will be dishing out over 31
flavors of beats. Join Camp Phuck It for a dollop of
danger while we bring an Arctic Splash of Kensington
to Ramblewood.

• Friday Night, 5-10PM: Block Party.
Featuring a variety of DJs all playing feel good
Philly Block Party Music. Handing out Beer and
Phuckit Bucket cocktail. Handing out hot dogs
and Pretzels.
• Sunday, 2PM: Booty House Brunch. Wear
your best church/religious outfits. Booty house
set with Bloody Marys and Mimosas. DJ Pope of
Dope and clergy—Phucketeers will be dressed as
Nuns, Cardinals, priests, etc..
Camp Yoda
Camp Yoda, a spiritually enriching camp for healing
the mind and the body located in the RV Parking
Area. Come by and experience: Beverages, Cocktails,
Massages, Psychic Readings, Angel Card Readings,
Adult Coloring Books and...a cuddle puddle!

Deadly Muppets
Deadly Muppets Lounge is designed as a place to
chill, share and build community. Participants are able
to enjoy the fragrant and exotic flavorful tobaccofilled hookahs while sipping steaming hot cardamomscented Turkish coffee or a cup of tea, and sharing
their experiences with one another.

Digital Native
Digital Native. ROBOTS! w/ Tommy’s Meats. We also
have yoga. Bigger, and more collaborative, with such
projects as:
• Gold Bikini Happy Hour
• The Time Saving Device
• Fuzzy Balls For Safety
• DomeStar
• Movie Night
• The Jellyfish Umbrellas
• Happy Spots

Dream Den
A chill place outside of time and space, spiritually
connected to timeless time, blessing each in their
own kind

Ducking Russians

Good food and good mood, friendly russian speaking
people.
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THEME CAMPS
Hogwarts PEXpress
Drive-in Movie Theater!
Working with the creative forces of Bangarang / Eli
Camp of Skeezology, and The Hogwarts Express
comes: The Hogwarts PEXpress Drive-In Movies.
The Hogwarts PEXpress Drive-In Movies is an art
car camp for all Witches and Wizards to enjoy. The
Hogwarts (P)Express art car will be parked and
launching movies from this camp while popping off
with special magical effects. No doubt this will be
the most MAGICAL theme camp of them all this year.
Look forward to a chill space to relax and watch your
favorite movies.

• EVERY NIGHT: A sight and sound experience
as you watch your favorite films pared up to the
hottest tracks from the hottest DJs
• EVERY NIGHT: Potter and Pope’s Movie
Interruption. Are you a fan of MST3K and
comedy? So are we. So come watch and listen
while Potter, Pope Spencer, and a special guest
comment and heckle your favorite classic films
live.
Mara & Mo’s Test Kitchen

Experience creative culinary creations with Mara &
Mo’s pop-up test kitchen. We’ll be dishing up organic,
locally-sourced delectables to tantalize your taste
buds.

Modus Operandi
Modus Operandi brings back our popular Glam
Station—a haven for those fighting for counter and
mirror space in the southern cabin row. A big covered
area will have an abundance of mirrors, tables, spray
bottles with water, and plenty of lighting, along with
fresh makeup ideas to assist you as you sparkle
up for the nighttime or anytime. A much needed
addition to the overcrowded bathrooms which will
make glamming up a more enjoyable experience for
everybody.
The Glam Station will be fully accessible Thursday
evening through Monday morning. Escape the
crowds, step up to one of our mirror stations and
beautify yourself in comfort.

One Love Camp
Come to the island oasis of the One Love Camp.
Let your heart beat become one with the beat of
the fireside drum circle. Feel the irie vibration as you
catch a meditation. Enjoy the mellow mood as the
music rocks you. All are welcome to sweet vibes at
One Love Camp.

• ONGOING: Drum circle with 10-20 various
percussion instruments
• ONGOING: Group art project
• 4:20 everyday: Meditation
• Saturday, 3PM: Percussion workshop
• MORNINGS: Tai Chi workshop
• Mid day Saturday and Sunday:		
Calisthenics

PEX Banditos

A Mexican-Spanish word used to describe a person
that lives outside the law. Usually a thief or robber
that steals property. Made popular to the American
public through a Frito Corn Chips advertisemnt
created in 1967 which depicted a stereotypical
Mexican bandito. Join us for: tombstone carving, lock
picking, quick draw, how to find a date living a life on
the edge of the law, campfire 101, horse mounting,
rope slinging, how to cheat and win, how to tell which
pig has the most protein, high five contest, hoot-nnannies, hand holding, mustache rides, ring around
the rosie, hop scotch.

ShantyTown

ShantyTown is our relaxation oasis in the middle of
Ramblewood, providing comfort shade, and tasty
beverages for all that pass through. In our 6th year
at PEX Summerfest, our shaded hammock garden,
juice bar and mini-library of children’s books return
for all to enjoy day or night. During the day we
keep a mellow roots-reggae vibe going, a nod to
the Jamaican shanty-towns with which our camp
was first named. Cobbled together with all that our
diverse members bring to the table, it becomes our
own Ramblewood shanty-town one week a year. Join
us Saturday afternoon and evening for our yearly
Low Country Boil, now in it’s 6th year running, with
a newly added vegan boil prepared by our resident,
professional vegan chefs.

• Daily, Midnight: S’mores over fire, weather
permitting.
• Saturday, 4PM-7PM: Low Country Boil. Bring
a bowl or plate. Also now with Vegan boil as well.
The Grove

The Grove provides comfortable settings with
something for all the senses. Like your favorite
backyard hangout with a breeze, A good place to kick
back or get down.

• friday, 9-11PM: Grove @ Night
• saturday, 1-5PM: House in the Heat. Deep
house music supplied in our shade during the
afternoon heat.
• sunday, 8-11PM: Grove @ Night, Chill Out
Edition (down tempo music).
The Haunted Woods

The Haunted Woods will run an lightly spooky
interactive roll-playing game with a medieval theme.
Major include a bar, a fortune-telling tent and a
geodesic dome.

• Friday, 7-11PM: Tavern Night. Get
acquainted with our cast of characters while
playing tavern games and role-playing your way
through our camp.
• Saturday, 2-6PM: Battle of Ramblewood.
Come for more role-playing and stay for some
action with foam weapons.
• Sunday, 7-11PM: Quest for the Holy Grail.
On Sunday the game centers around a groundswide scavenger hunt, with the ultimate prize
being the Holy Grail itself.
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To Bee or Not To Bee
To Bee or Not to Bee will pay homage to one of
the greatest poets, actors, and playwrights in all of
history, William Shakespeare. Our goal is to create
an immersive environment highlighting some of
Shakespeare’s greatest works: A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, Romeo and Juliet, The Taming of the Shrew,
Julius Caesar, and a Merchant of Venice to name a
few.

TOAD Karaoke Lounge
TOAD Karaoke Lounge is your PEX Summerfest
destination for funky beats, Karaoke, and all things
TOAD.

• day & early evening: Karaoke
• saturday: Birthday party
Where?House

Where?House is a group of friends that has thrown
parties in warehouse for decades and now we bring
our aesthetic to the woods. Our camp participates
in several burns and private parties every year.
We specialize in house music, great vibes, and
moonshine. Come shake your butt on our dance floor,
sip some moonshine or rest on our couches until the
music inspires you.

• Our bar opens for various happy hours
including a Colombian happy hour with
Colombian soundtrack and aguardiente.
Champagne is served at least once.

Meso Creso
Meso Creso is a Washington DC-based, crosscultural arts collective that cultivates creativity
without boundaries. Named for Mesopotamia’s
Fertile Crescent - often considered the cradle of
civilization—Meso Creso fuses the whimsy of the
burner culture with DC’s cultural diversity and social
consciousness. We are known for its roving lounge,
highly crafted art installations, joyful whistles and
hand claps, and a DJ lineup that represents the rich
cultural mix of our global community.
Featuring: Meso Creso Truck DJ Booth: Built from
a 1967 Mack semi-truck, our DJ Booth is a fully
utilitarian art installation. It is inspired by the highly
decorated multiple forms of public and commercial
transportation from around the world—from Pakistan
to India, from Colombia to Haiti. The DJ booth truck
represents Meso Creso’s diverse American, yet very
immigrant, identity and sound. Our Bayt (or ‘house’):
A hallmark of Meso Creso that incorporates a 24ft
boat mast, recycled sails, weatherproof ceiling, video
projection, handmade Kilim rugs, bellowing silk fabrics,
environmental night and day decor, a full sound system
and dance floor, and an afternoon workshop for yoga,
open mics and other forms of expression. Find us by
looking for the shining disco crescent moon! Check
the Scheduled Events and Master Schedule for
programming and DJ Lineup! We’ll also be hosting
camper workshops all day long so be sure to come
visit us in the grotto to check em out.
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PEX kiddie corner
Mama Wing, Curator
“Teach them young, what we learned late.”

PEX Summer Festival grows from year to year and we have more lilpexies joining us, because of this
we are hosting a variety of interactive workshops all weekend long on the white house lawn. This
kid-friendly space will focus on activities and workshops geared towards our little PEXies but fun
for all ages! These workshops will be open to ALL attendees at no additional cost.

FRIDAY
3PM
Fair Wand Making Workshop by Kiddie Corner
Fairies
Join us for a fantastical fairy hour! We will learn how
to harness our powers as a fae and share our magic
with the world. Frolic with your fellow fae to learn all
the tricks and tips for unlocking the fairy magic of
the universe. Create your very own fairy wand that
echoes the special powers found within yourself.
All participate will take home their wand to continue
spreading your sparkle everywhere. Ages 3-303.

6PM
Make Anything Into a Flashlight
Calling all dark tards, LED enthusiasts, and anyone
in need of more light to shine a brighter path on your
PEX Summer Festival night adventures. Bring us any
object of your choice. Any object. YES, we mean
ANYTHING. We will turn any object into a flashlight.
We challenge you to find something we can’t turn
into a working and usable flashlight throughout your
PEX Summer Festival. Best for ages 3+

7PM
Duel at Dusk: Foam Sword Tactile Workshop
by Sarah Seymour
Join us for an epic experience in all the tactile moves
to win any duel. Learn to wield powerful awesome
in your hands as you strengthen your offensive and
defensive moves. Bout with opponents and roar to
victory! All level & all ages.

SATURDAY
8AM
Cosmic Yoga by Mama Wing
Start your morning off right with COSMIC YOGA! A
yoga session designed for children of all ages. Join us
as we journey through movements and a story. Best
yoga to get your kids moving and breathing as one.
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9AM
Sand Mandalas: Empowering Lines in the
Sand by Mama Wing
Sink your hands into the millions of grains of soft
white sand and find stillness. Drawing in sand is
a healing, creative, and meditative practice. We
will work through a variety of techniques to inspire
drawing in the sand to raise your vibration. Integrate
natural objects into your mandalas. We will take
photos of all creations and all participants will
receive a digital original of their work. All Ages.

11AM
How to be a Mermaid by Madame Pontellier
Splash around the Kiddie Corner and release your
inner mermaid! Learn how to be a mermaid from a
real life mermaid! All the hints, tips and under the
sea secrets of merfolk lore. Discover and release the
mermaid in you! All Ages of merfolk welcome. BYO tail.

1PM
Make Your Own Dream Catcher by Nicole
Nikolich
The dream catcher protects the sleeping individual
from negative dreams, while letting positive dreams
through. Gather with us at the Kiddie Corner and
create your very own dream catcher to take home.
Learn the secrets to making this ancient tool to
manifest more restful slumber and magical dreams.
All supplies provided and gifted to all participants.
Best for ages 5+

3PM
DYI Upcycled Instrument Making & Drum
Circle by Mel Meyers & Pat Myers
Make and decorate your own percussion instrument.
We will be upcycling commonly used household
items to create your very own percussion
instrument. We will celebrate our creativity by
closing our workshop with a drum circle. Let’s play
loud!!!! All participants will create your very own
instrument to take home.

3PM
Owning Your Hoop Practice by Tara Rebel
This beginner to intermediate hula hoop workshop
will begin with a brief discussion about what it
means to own your hula hoop practice. Explore what
it means to practice performing for yourself versus
for an audience, learn both some simple and some
flashy hoop moves and how to really own them
by being true to yourself and moving in a way that
feels good FOR YOU! All Ages. Hula hoops will be
provided but encouraged to bring your own as well.

SUNDAY
10AM
A Handful of Quiet by Mama Wing
Engage in a mindfulness stone workshop where
you will engage in a pebble practice as a tangible
way for children of all ages to return to their breath
and their bodies and connect with the world around
them. Learn a mediation you can do anywhere or
anytime. Receive your own bag with stones as a gift
in gratitude for your participation.

1PM
Mala Beads Bracelet Making by Mama Wing
Handmade with love and worn with intention. Mala
beads are a string of beads traditionally used in
prayer and meditation. They are also a beautiful
reminder of our intentions. Join us at the Kiddie
Corner for Mala Bracelet making. Build your own
Mala bracelet as we sing and chant together,
releasing the power found within our Malas. Select
a color for the intention of your practice, and take
you malas home as a reminder of affirmations. All
participants may keep their Mala bracelet as a gift in
gratitude. Best for Ages 3+

2-3pm
HOSTED AT CENTER CAMP. Kids EmpowerHour (Call & Response Drum Circle) w/ Styx Latte
Kids-oriented Daytime Drum Workshop in Center
Camp (but all ages are welcome!). Each participant
will get an instrument and learn to play together
and listen to each other, like any good band would.
Percussion instruments provided or bring your own!

3PM
Sciencey Sunday by Science Man
You remember how much fun your childhood science
fair was? Want to launch a water rockets? Interested
in demonstrating gravity? Does the evil genius in
you want to control states of matter? Think blowing
up fruit sounds cool? Well then, Sciencey Sunday is
the place for you! Join us at the Kiddie Corner for
the most Sciencey Science ever to be explored at
PEX Summer Festival. All the science is found here!

6PM
Bedtime Stories: Parent’s Guide to Interactive
Read Alouds by Mama Wing
Join Mama Wing as she leads you on a literacy
journey to discovery the ultimate interactive read
aloud experiences to optimize reading development
in young child. Become empowered by essential
book lists, protocols and tips to revolutionize literacy
with your growing tribe. Creation of lifelong book
geeks guaranteed. Special note to PARENTS: Kiddie
Corner Book Ambassadors will lead a Story Time
hour for children of workshop participants to keep
your little ones engaged as you gain wisdom.
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Post-Apocalyptic
by Party Liberation Front
Providing all of your BASS-ic amenities until the collapse of humanity

Anything is possible- at a cost. Sometimes an
act of depravity, sometimes a pound of flesh.
Please enjoy what we offer and what you
bring. We operate on the black market and
hope it will fulfill your needs and offer you
the currency to finally do what you want and
need. We find quality in the unusual and
embrace it. Everything has a value.
Welcome: Deviance, Sacrifice, Carnal
Indulgence, Fear, Desperation, and
Reconciliation
Prepare yourself for an immersive
experience. Theatrics and hospitality will
magnify and guide your actions. Don’t
forget: you have agency and ultimately, you
choose your fate.
We provide the lap of luxury in these
dark times.

Friday:
The TRUE Market; Forbidden Fruits
10-11:10PM
EZ Almighty
11:10-11:20pM
The Peek-A-Boo Revue
11:20pM-12:30aM Dope Solo
12:30PM-1:40aM Dubvirus
1:40AM-2:50aM
MICHAEL NIGHTTIME
2:50AM-4aM
Reinhold

Saturday:
Get Poor, Die Rich, Find God.
11PM-12:15aM
Sultans
12:15PM-1:30aM DJ GON
1:30AM-2:45aM
Mr Jennings
2:45AM-4aM
Beatkitty

Sunday:
Last Call: Earthly Desires
10PM-11:15pM
Agent Zero
11:15PM-12:30aM Crusha Cren
12:30AM-1:45aM	iLLexxandra
1:45AM-3aM
Akasha

Visual Arts Installations by:

A Seductive and Beautiful Burlesque Troupe: Peek-A-Boo Revue.
Nightly Aerial Acrobatics and Human Sacrifice Rituals on Silk, Lyra, and Trapeze.
Craft Cocktail Bartenders’ intoxicating offerings.

In the spirit of Sustainability, please bring your own cup!
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2017 PEX SUMMER FESTIVAL
EFFIGY BURNIGHT™!
The Only Show Every Other Show Watches™
Tom Carr, Director
Monk E. Burnswell, Lead Effigy Artist/Pyro
Hedy Sirico, Artist Co-Lead
Mark Mumford, Fire Chief
Tara McManus, Safety Manager
Ksenia Plotnikova & Wade Wiggins, Ranger Leads

Saturday, July 1 • 9:30pm • LAKESIDE
Now in its 9th year, the annual Saturday night effigy burn invites all Summer Festival participants to the
lakeside tradition of celebration through art, dance and fire. Arrive early for a good seat and let the Bear burn!
SETU TRIBE, Geri Omni, Founder, Tribe Leader
Led by Philly native Geri Omni, Setu Tribe is a sisterhood whose mission is to empower women through a
dance created from personal experiences and inspired by traditions and cultures from around the world.
SETU (meaning “bridge”) connects us all to these powerful moments as it heals and uplifts through the
dance. The Setu Tribe Sisters want to send out an immense THANK YOU to the PEX community for all the
love and support through the past 6 years and especially this past year during the Setu Tribe Fundraiser!!!
A very special, gratitude filled performance accompanied by Ms. Jan Jefferies and Belinda Lau awaits our
PEXies this Burn Night!!! Ubuntu!!!
PEXSF BURNIGHT™ CONCLAVE, Terry Fields, Director of Live Fire Arts
Marisol, Co-Director; Sarah Elizabeth, Safety Lead
It’s that time of year again my friends, the air is charged with energy like this but once a year. Do you spin
fire? Wanna join the conclave? Want front row seats for the effigy burn? If yes please meet us Saturday at
noon down the hill by the effigy for a briefing about performing in this year’s conclave. I hope to see you
out there! Let’s make this a beautiful night of fire, dance, and love.
PEX SUMMERFEST EFFIGY 2017
Monk E. Burnswell, Lead Effigy Artist/Pyro & Hedy Sirico, Artist Co-Lead
with the talents of Erika Zahmer, Bishop, Mikey Mangorilla, Meredith Bramble,
Aurora Wetherill, RJ Santana-Rogers, Justin Evans, Mike Icon, Terry Fields and Katie Dant
Hedy: “Gee, Monk, what do you want to do tonight?”
Monk: “The same thing we do every night, Hedy...try to blow up the world!”
WORLDTOWN SOUND SYSTEM
The exciting and energetic Worldtown SoundSystem is a live house music band that fuses musical
elements from around the world. With members from Jamaica, Nigeria, Brazil, Alabama, Vermont and
Philadelphia, it truly captures the essence of global culture through music. Based in Philadelphia, PA, our
focus is to unite cultures through various realms of entertainment and celebrate the wide spectrum of
diversity in America. Peace, Love, Fun, Everywhere, Everyone.
The Philadelphia Experiment Summer Festival 2017
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Master Schedule: FRIDAY
POOL STAGE

PAVILION

THE AVIARY

FLOW ZONE

9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM
11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM

All About Spins!

Nicky Nicky

Beginner Double Staff

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Build Your Own Flow Prop

Lucky

2:30 PM
3:00 PM

June Rodriguez

Intro to Breakdance

Beginning Aerial Silks

Intro to Contact Ball

3:30 PM
4:00 PM

Make-Your-Own Practice Poi

Mr. Black

4:30 PM
5:00 PM

John Raffaele

6:00 PM

Ballet 101 - Intro to Turns //

Intermediate Silks

Spin Jam

Nah Mean?

6:30PM
7:00 PM

Supersonic Savasana

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM
10:00 PM
10:30 PM
11:00 PM

Iman Rizky &

11:30 PM

Gavin Stephenson

12:00 AM
12:30 AM
1:00 AM
1:30 AM
2:00 AM

Alan Nieves

2:30 AM
3:00 AM

Introduction to Poi

Face Down Ass Up

5:30 PM

Donnerstag

3:30 AM
4:00 AM
4:30 AM
5:00 AM
5:30 AM
6:00 AM
6:30 AM
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THE LAKE

LABYRINTH

MESO CRESO
9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM
11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM

Breathing & Meditation 101

1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM

AcroYoga - Relax, Restore, Renew //

Thai Massage

3:00 PM

Earliest Recorded Dance Music

3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM

Heckling 101

Herbal Alchemy and Balance

5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30PM

Healing with Fire: The Chinese Art

7:00 PM

of Moxabustion

7:30 PM
8:00 PM

Shahid Buttar

8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Banginclude

10:00 PM
10:30 PM
11:00 PM

Illixxandra

11:30 PM
12:00 AM
12:30 AM

Teknacolor Ninja

1:00 AM
1:30 AM
2:00 AM

BEATrix

Check out
the additional
Events listed on
pages 15-19.

2:30 AM
3:00 AM
3:30 AM

Davidson Ospina

4:00 AM
4:30 AM
5:00 AM

Everyday (until 7:00am)

5:30 AM
6:00 AM

Lee Mayjahs? (7:00am-8:30am)

6:30 AM

PEX Summer Festival 2017
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Master Schedule: SATURDAY
POOL STAGE
9:00 AM

PAVILION

THE AVIARY

Supersonic Vinyasa

Child’s Play

Doubles Lyra

FLOW ZONE

9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM

Tropic of Bass

Do the Hustle! //

11:30 AM

with:

Blinky Hospital

12:00 PM

iLLexxandra

12:30 PM

BEATrix

Beginner Contact Staff
Build Your Own Flow Prop

1:00 PM

Mettabbana

Mask Making: Part I //

AcroYoga - Fly High

1:30 PM

Teknacolor Ninja

Ultimate Bhangra Dance

with Your Friends

Let’s Learn Rope Dart
Drilling with your rope dart

2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM

Creative Hair Adornment //

Intermediate/Advanced

Pretty Pexie Pasties //

Aerial Lyra

EZ Almighty

Salsa Series: Beginner

Del

Dragon Scales //

Dragon Orgy
Poi Pendulums

4:30 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

Advanced Aerial Silks

Poi Swaps

Tribal Fan Flow with

5:30 PM

Shakey

Lux Arati

Spin Jam

6:30PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM
10:00 PM
10:30 PM

Marko Peli

11:00 PM

Soohan (10:45)

11:30 PM
12:00 AM

Matt Carey

12:30 AM
1:00 AM

Keirnyn (1:15)

1:30 AM
2:00 AM

Justin Paul (2:15)

2:30 AM
3:00 AM

Everyday (2:15)

3:30 AM
4:00 AM

Davidson Ospina (4:15)

4:30 AM
5:00 AM

Marko Peli (5:15)

5:30 AM
6:00 AM
6:30 AM
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THE LAKE

LABYRINTH

MESO CRESO

Rinse & Restoration

9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM

The Butterfly Effect:

Dragon Spirit Arts:

11:00 AM

How to Transform the Self

Radiant Lotus Women’s Qi-gong

11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM

Plant Spirit Yoga w/Sound

1:00 PM

Journey

1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM

The New Revolution: Can the

Hand Drumming for All Levels //

3:00 PM

Counter Culture Recreate the

Acroyoga Thai and Fly

3:30 PM

Future?

4:00 PM

Zakhm

4:30 PM

Tapping Into Our Resilience:

5:00 PM

An Intro to EFT

5:30 PM
6:00 PM

Meso Vibes
Singing Bowl Sound Bath

6:30PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

TIVAL EFFIGY BURN

10:00 PM
10:30 PM
11:00 PM

Raha Wala

11:30 PM
12:00 AM
12:30 AM

Mettabbana

1:00 AM
1:30 AM

Check out
the additional
Events listed on
pages 15-19.

2:00 AM

v:shal kanwar

2:30 AM
3:00 AM
3:30 AM

anandroid

4:00 AM
4:30 AM
5:00 AM

Jennings + Reinhold (until 7:00am)

5:30 AM
6:00 AM
6:30 AM

PEX Summer Festival 2017
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Master Schedule: SUNDAY
POOL STAGE

PAVILION

THE AVIARY

FLOW ZONE

9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM
11:30 AM

Maitre

Capoeira:

Intermediate Trapeze //

The Art of Freedom

Intermediate & Advanced

12:00 PM

Go With the Flow!

Aerial Hammock

The Day Your Balls Dropped

Foundations and Funda-

Single Staff 101

12:30 PM
1:00 PM

V:shal Kanwar

2:00 PM

Samba de Roda Freedom

Dance // Mask Making: Part mentals of AcroYoga

1:30 PM

Jeff Omega

II // Knot Tying

Agent Zero

Creative Hair Adornment //

Club Juggling for Non-Jugglers

2:30 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM

Aerial Conditiong

Poi Juggling 101

Elixer

4:30 PM
5:00 PM

Tommy Hogunz

Intro to DJing +

Duo Silks

Professional Equipment

5:30 PM
6:00 PM

Big Daddy

6:30PM
7:00 PM

Shango

7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM

FAQ

9:30 PM
10:00 PM

The Elders

10:30 PM
11:00 PM

Charles Feelgood

11:30 PM
12:00 AM
12:30 AM

Dub Tribe Soundsytem

1:00 AM
1:30 AM
2:00 AM
2:30 AM

Stalls with Poi

Salsa Series: Intermediate

3:30 PM

Rob Paine

3:00 AM
3:30 AM
4:00 AM
4:30 AM
5:00 AM
5:30 AM
6:00 AM
6:30 AM
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THE LAKE

LABYRINTH

MESO CRESO

Lazy Yoga

9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM

Telling Tales: An Introduction to

Bring the 8 Limbs of Yoga to the 4

11:00 AM

Narrative Writing

Corners of your mat

11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM

Introduction to Tarot

Who Doesn’t Want a Massage?

1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM

Brazilian Percussion Workshop

Emotional Clarity Practice

3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM

Relationship Anarchy Discussion

Sacred Cacao and Sacred Song

5:00 PM

Workshop // Everyday Treatments

5:30 PM

with Tea

6:00 PM

Meso Vibes

6:30PM

Menstrual Wisdom Women’s

7:00 PM

Circle

7:30 PM
8:00 PM

Deodara

8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Bang Ri Lah

10:00 PM
10:30 PM
11:00 PM

PartyFoul5000

11:30 PM
12:00 AM
12:30 AM

Vanniety Kills

1:00 AM
1:30 AM
2:00 AM

Shango

Check out
the additional
Events listed on
pages 15-19.

2:30 AM
3:00 AM
3:30 AM
4:00 AM
4:30 AM
5:00 AM
5:30 AM
6:00 AM
6:30 AM

PEX Summer Festival 2017
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PEXSF 2016 RedLite Photos

